Geography Progression Map
Giving extended
descriptions of physical and human features of places
around the world

Understanding
how time zones
work

Using maps, aerial phoNaming the largest
tographs, plans and web
desert in world
resources to find out
about a locality

Using OS maps Using more complex
symbols
to answer quesCreating own sketch
and
6 figure
tions
maps for a field
study

Water cycle
Understanding why
cities are situated
by rivers

Locating tropics
and Aric and Antarctic circles

Planning a journey
to a place in another part of the
Recognising climate

World’s major
rivers

of country according
to location on map

Carrying out a survey—
Naming the home
accurately measuring
counties
and collecting information
Planning a journey
between two places in the UK places

Explaining how a
locality has
changed over time

Finding same
place on globe

Tropics of cancer
and capricorn

Naming and locating
main countries in
South America on
world map
Collecting information
about a place and
using it in a report

Main islands which
surround the UK

Locating USA, Canada

Main islands which
surround the UK

Mapping land use
Naming areas of origin
of main ethnic groups of
Naming and locating 6
class and UK
major cities in UK

Representing
physical features
with appropriate
symbols on a map

Mediterranean—a
holiday destination

European
countries and

Human and Physical features of Venice

Features of villages and cities and
why people live
there
Different jobs
around the world

Explaining scale and
use maps with a
range of scales

Different and own
views on an enviPhyiscal and human features of
different localities

How people manage
their environment
Compare own locality
with the seaside

Contrasting
Locality (nonEuropean)

Features of an
island

Identifying features of a
locality using a map

4 figure
grid refer-

Basic OS
symbols

North
Pole, South
Pole, Equator

What makes a
locality special
Comparing UK
and non– EU
country

Weather around
Naming continents
the world
Recap UK cities
and oceans
North, South, East,
West on compass
Weather chart

Countries of UK

Similarities and differences on land and sea

Locating own
homes

Using an atlas
Predictions

Hot and cold
places

Cities and towns

Seasons
Using simple fieldwork and observational skills to
study geography of school grounds

Using an age—
appropriate atlas to locate
the oceans

Roads as features of towns

Simple locational language to describe features and routes on a map

Road Safety
Identifying basic human
and physical features on a
simple map

Similarities and differences in habitats

Locating
famous Volcanoes

Plotting NESW
on a map

How may a locality
be improved?

Naming major rivers
and mountain ranges

Human im-

How Volcanoes/ Earthquakes are

Using a simple
locality map

8 compass
points

